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This report summarizes and highlights our social
and environmental projects from the past year. This
report is publicly available on our website and
updated each year in April during Earth month.
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“What planet will we leave to our
children, and what children will we
leave to our planet?”
- Pierre Rabhi
Dear Friends,
This year we are excited to announce our B Corp Certiﬁcation! Following a three year process, we
celebrated this milestone achievement in May of last year. This 2022, we reﬂect and recognize the
changing world we are living in, while continuing to work towards our long-term company vision. Since
our founding in 1981, our goal has been simple, always leave things better than we found them for the
next generation to come.
In our Sustainability Report 2022, we share some of proudest moments from 2021, while highlighting
some of the goals we are still working towards. We invite you to read through our report and email us with
any comments or questions at sustainability@bomajewelry.com. Thank you for your continued support
and curiosity.
Warmly,

Suzanne Vetillart | Boma CEO

B COR P CERTIFICATION

Boma Jewelry meets the highest standards
of social and environmental impact.

Learn more about our
B Corp assessment on
the B Corp website.

OUR VISION

We are a 40-year-old, family-owned company
focused on the triple bottom line: people, planet,
Our Vision
We exist to make the best sterling silver and gold jewelry products for our
customers. Today and for the next generation, we are on a mission of continuous
improvement—positively impacting the triple bottom line of: people, planet, and
proﬁts.
Our Path Forward
As a vertical jewelry company, we are using our unique resources to focus on a
long-term vision of shared value within our supply chain. This means that we
address environmental and social problems, reduce inefﬁciencies and waste—all
while protecting and investing in our materials sources, employees, and
customers.

WHO WE ARE

For us, it’s always been about the people.
We are a family business, launched 40 years ago, that employs people we treat like
family—some whom have been with us for our whole existence. We’re still in the
business to do the greatest good, by the most people. That means the
highest-quality, most-affordable goods for our customers. We craft collections
that support and elevate the voices of the underrepresented. And we are a brand
that speaks out for what’s right.
In building Boma, we sought to make a statement. In wearing Boma, we hope you
make a statement.

People
B o m a ’ s So ci al Pro je cts

CELEB RATING AAPI HERITAG E MON TH

In May of 2021, Boma launched the Treasured
Collection to honor its Asian heritage and raised
over $7,898 for the AAPI Community Fund.
The Treasured Collection
Dedicated to CEO Suzanne Vetillart’s late grandmother, Loy Tee, the Treasured
Collection was sustainably designed with circularity in mind, using a mix of
deadstock green stones including Jade, Agate, and Aventurine, each stone
symbolizing valued virtues including protection, self-conﬁdence, and good luck.
To browse items from our Treasured Collection visit:
www.bomajewelry.com/pages/the-treasured-collection
The AAPI Community Fund
During the month of May, Boma donated 100% of proﬁts from the Treasured
Collection to the AAPI Community Fund, which aims to address urgent issues in
the AAPI community as well as broader, systemic problems. To learn more about
the AAPI Community Fund visit:
www.aapifund.org

SOCIAL-PURPOSE CORP

Boma is proud to be a
Social-Purpose Corp.
What is a Social-Purpose Corp?
A Social-Purpose Corporation is a for-proﬁt
company that can legally pursue social goals,
even if this means less proﬁtable returns for
shareholders.
Traditional corporations are bound by law to
maximize shareholder proﬁts. In contrast, the
executive team members at Boma Jewelry are
required to consider social and environmental
issues into its everyday decision making.

ADVOCACY

Boma believes in the importance of engaging in
advocacy outside of our business and across
communities and adjacent industries.
We are currently a member and actively engaged in the following communities.

Sustainable Fashion Alliance (SFA)
Boma Jewelry is a member of the Sustainable Fashion Alliance. As a member of the SFA, Boma shares
insights with the sustainable fashion community
and gets support for our advocacy efforts.
www.sustainablefashionalliance.com

S US TA I NA BLE
F A SH ION
A LLI AN C E

American Sustainable Business Council (ASBC)
Boma is proud to be a business member of the
American Sustainability Business Council (ASBC),
the leading business organization serving the public
policy interests of responsible companies, their
customers and other stakeholders. Founded in 2009,
its membership base represents 250,000 businesses from a wide range of industries. Other members
include well-respected companies like Beauty
Counter, Patagonia, Eileen Fisher, and Etsy. The ASBC
advocates for policy change and informs business
owners, policymakers and the public about the need
and opportunities for building a vibrant, broadly
prosperous, sustainable economy.
www.asbccouncil.org

Lift Economy - Next Economy MBA
The executive team of Boma Jewelry completed the
Next Economy MBA program, a nine-month online
course for entrepreneurs and aspiring entrepreneurs
who want to learn key business fundamentals (e.g.,
vision, culture, strategy, and operations) from an
equitable, inclusive, and regenerative perspective.
www.lifteconomy.com/mba

LIFT
Economy

BIPOC G RAN T PROGRAM

The Grant
In 2020, Boma launched our ﬁrst grant program
for Black jewelry designers. In our third year of
this program, we continue to provide our grant
program for BIPOC (Black, Indigenous People of
Color) jewelry designers as we recognize that
both mentorship and access to established
supply chain resources are limited.
Our Commitment
Every year we accept grant applications during
the spring. Our grant program is open and
available to all BIPOC jewelry designers to apply.
Each recipient is awarded $500 for sampling
and production, using Boma’s manufacturing
resources. In addition, Boma provides a 3-month
dedicated mentorship program and ongoing
support for our grant winners.
Goals
By working with independent jewelry designers,
Boma will learn the greatest barriers they face
so we can work on creating more access and
value as a vertical supply chain. By taking this
stance on diversity, equity, and inclusion within
our company, we hope to create more opportunities, awareness, and access for BIPOC designers.
Past Grantees (2021)
Gwen Beloti:
www.gwenbeloti.com
Morgan Johnson:
www.leighnewyork.com

PEOPLE

Social Projects in Summary
2021 Achievements
+
+
+
+

Became a B Corp Certiﬁed company
Continued mentorship through our Boma BIPOC Grant program
Launched the Treasured Collection with 100% proﬁts donated to the AAPI community fund
Engaged with panels and discussions to cover topics such as ethical manufacturing and diversity,
equity and inclusion in fashion including the Manufactured Podcast and the Impact Retail and
Sustainable Products Summit 2021 hosted by the American Sustainable Business Council

2022 Goals
+
+
+
+

Implement a policy to hire suppliers and consultants from diverse backgrounds—over 50%
Continue our BIPOC Grant Program for up to 3 independent jewelry designers
Continue our Boma Girl Fund projects and increase of funds, year-over-year, by 15%
Begin B-Corp certiﬁcation for our factory in Bangkok, Thailand

Next 5-Year Goals
+ Achieve B-Corp certiﬁcation for our factory in Bangkok, Thailand to become one of the ﬁrst fully
B-Corp certiﬁed supply chains in the jewelry industry
+ Transition the Boma Girl Fund to a 501c3 non-proﬁt to provide more transparency on charitable
giving

2022 Areas for Improvement
+ Educate and provide formal training for all Boma employees to understand our company social
and environmental goals
+ Implement a third-party methodology for tracking and measuring positive social impact

Planet
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RECYCLING PARTN ERSHIP

X

In May, Boma will work in partnership with
recycling company, Ridwell.
The Jewelry Recycling Collection
From May 16 to May 29th, 2022, Ridwell members can take part in a jewelry
collection for unused and broken jewelry that Boma will responsibly recycle.
Boma Jewelry’s Recycling Programs
For decades, Boma has utilized recycling within our supply chain to reduce waste.
Part of our circular process requires us to recycle deadstock, broken, and unused
jewelry responsibly—moving us closer to our zero-waste vision.
Ridwell
Ridwell believes that small actions still count and works to empower neighbors
and communities to build a less wasteful future. By working with Ridwell, its
membership programs and resources help consumers ﬁnd companies that
commit to sustainability. To learn more about Ridwell visit:
www.ridwell.com

VISI ON ON CIRCU LARI TY

A Circular Path to Sustainability
We believe in a fully-integrated, circular approach to sustainability. Circularity
pushes us to repair, restore, replace, refuse, reject, and rethink the products we
use and the processes we implement. Here’s a look into the way Boma integrates
circularity into our full supply chain.

boma for life
HIGH-QUALITY

We believe in crafting our products with the highest
quality. Our jewelry is made from precious metals,
hallmarked 925 sterling silver and gold vermeil.

REPAIR & RESTORE

FAIR & ETHICAL

For decades, Boma has encouraged customers
to return damaged or broken pieces to be
repaired. When you return a broken item to us,
we recycle it.

Ownership of our factory makes us directly
responsible for workers’ wages, safety, and
standards. We use international third-party
audits like Sedex to externally verify our claims.

in good hands

zero waste silver

handmade with a smile

VINTAGE & SECONDHAND

m
a d eRECYCLED
with
GREEN
&
recycled silver

We have sold over 35 million pieces of jewelry to date
and counting. Boma Jewelry is found on many reseller
websites including Ebay and Etsy.

Our high-quality metals can be recycled over and over. We
source from recycled materials as well as recycle materials
within our supply chain.

RECYCLE B ACK PROGRAM

Boma Recycles
Recycling your old Boma Jewelry
As a part of our circular process, Boma Jewelry provides a recycling program for
our customers to send back any Boma Jewelry pieces they are no longer using.

How it works?
Boma is happy to recycle any items that you no longer use. Whether they
are old, broken or no longer ﬁt your style. Learn how you can recycling
your Boma Jewelry below:
Step 1
Contact our customer service reps
at help@bomajewelry.com to
begin a recycling request with a
picture of the items you would like
to recycle.

Step 2
Once our team veriﬁes the items
as Boma pieces, we will send you
information on how to mail in
your jewelry for recycling.

RESPON SIB LE RECYCL ING

In 2021, Boma recycled over 6,989 ounces
of silver, further reducing our reliance on
mined precious metals.
Part of our circular process requires us to
recycle deadstock, broken, and unused
jewelry responsibly—moving us closer to
our zero-waste vision. In 2021, Boma
recycled over 6,989 ounces of silver, further
reducing our reliance on mined silver.
For decades, Boma has recycled precious
metals back into our supply chain in an
effort to lessen our reliance on mined silver
and to lighten our impact on the
environment. We work with recycling
centers that have rigorous environmental
controls. This involves monitoring
air-pollution, using air-handling systems
to effectively manage emissions, and
undergoing various on-site inspections
and audits to continuously meet high
standards of control and regulation.

Our recycling centers are certiﬁed:

IPMI Member

ISO Certiﬁed

ITAR Certiﬁed

CIRCULAR PROJECTS

In 2021, Boma launched our Treasured
Collection, designing from our deadstock
materials.
Treasured Collection uses vintage gems including: green jade, green agate, and
aventurine stones that we had available in leftover stock from original collections produced in the 90’s. With each piece, we’ve given new life and purpose to a
forgotten treasure trove of vintage gemstones. Below, you can see an example of
a catalogue featuring green bi-discs.

NET ZERO B Y 2 03 0

NET ZERO

20
30

Boma is committed to being net-zero by 2030
and has joined a group of over 900 companies
who are a part of the B Corp Climate Collective.
Our path toward net-zero
Step 1 / Measuring our footprint
As a small-to-medium sized businesse, we used publicly available tools (ex. Cool Climate and the EPA’s
Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies calculator) to get a baseline of our carbon emissions. From our baseline, we
are measuring our largest emission areas such as: production, shipping, packaging, and end-of-cycle
recycling.
Step 2 / Reduce Emissions
As a vertical company, we estimate that around 60% of our emissions comes from the production process.
Therefore, we are switching our factory away from fossil fuels to 100% renewable energy beginning in 2021.
Plus, we have initiated carbon-offsetting projects throughout our supply chain.

REDUCING EMISSIONS

2022: Our factory is
is going solar

Above: Pictures of our factory building in Bangkok, Thailand. In 2021, we began
our solar panel insallation with full installation scheduled to be complete in Q2 of
2022. Our factory team hand makes all of our Boma Jewelry and includes a team of
200 skilled workers.

REDUCING EMISSION S

Switching our Bangkok factory to solar energy
is forecasted to reduce CO2 emissions by
*Currently, our factory relies on a mixed source of energy and electricity from the Metropolitan Electricity
Authority in Thailand (MEA). Our baseline energy and emissions calculations are estimated using the
Environmental Protection Agency’s Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies calculator.

436.80 metric tons* of CO2 =
Carbon sequestered:

Carbon prevented from polluting:

7,015 tree seedlings
grown for 10 years

54,102,229
number of smartphones charged

554 acres
of U.S. forests in 1 year

1,052,665
miles driven by a passenger car

2.9 acres of U.S. forests preserved
from conversion to cropland in 1 year

467,437
pounds of coal burned

CARBON OFFSETTING

In partnership with Carbonclick, Boma has
contributed to over 1,074,803 lbs. of CO2
offsets.
In 2021, Boma worked in partnership with Carbonclick to provide carbon offsets for
online purchases with 11% of our customers choosing this option at checkout.

Forest Conservation

Hot Water from Solar

Wind Power

The project saves two forests from
deforestation. The preservation of
this ecosystem also reduces
runoff of agricultural nutrients
into local waterways.

This project delivers solar water
heaters at reduced costs to local
families, schools, hospitals and
businesses. To date, 91,124 have
been installed throughout India.

The project funds the generation
of clean wind electricity for
communities in India that would
otherwise rely on dirty fossil
fuels like coal.

Location: North Carolina, USA

Location: Bangalore, India

Location: India

PLANET

Environmental Projects in Summary
2021 Achievements
+ Recycled 6,989 ounces of silver from existing inventory and deadstock, further reducing our reliance on
mined silver
+ With CarbonClick, contributing to 1,074,803 pounds of CO2 offsets from online purchases
+ Switched to sustainable packaging for all online purchases including 100% recycled, FSC certiﬁed paper
with soy based inks
+ Launched our Treasured Collection using deadstock gemstones, leveraging our existing production
materials

2022 Goals
+ Complete our installation of solar energy at our factory to work towards 100% renewable energy and
reduce our greatest contribution to emissions
+ Continue work with B-Corp’s Climate Collective as one of 900 companies who pledge to be net zero by
2030
+ Partner with rubber sandal and tile companies to reuse over 1,058 pounds of rubber molds used during
our production process
+ Continue our Treasured Collections with the use of deadstock stones
+ Grow from our recycling partnerships with partners like Ridwell
+ Grow and expand our recycling program for Boma customers to return old Boma Jewelry pieces for
recyling

Next 5-Year Goals
+ Working with certiﬁed SCS-certiﬁed silver (or equivalent) and Fairmined gold
+ Achieve scope 2 and 3 net zero emissions
+ Work with local nonproﬁts in Thailand to participate with planting mangroves

2022 Areas for Improvement
+ Implement green building standards for our ofﬁce facilities, including energy, water, and waste
improvement
+ Conduct a third-party certiﬁed assessment like Cradle to Cradle or a LCA (life cycle assessment)

Learn more
w w w . bo maje w e lry.co m
h e llo @b omaj e we lry. co m
IG @b o m a j e w elry

